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PRESIDENT’S REPORT
In 2018 CAPD Programs of Safe Water for Families, Green Light
Education Assistance and Integration extended their impact on the
lives of disadvantaged individuals in Colombia. Through the collaborative work of the founders of CAPD, Bob and Marlene Wiens, and our
partners in Colombia great strides have been made in increasing
capacity and establishing sustainability in all our three programs.
These accomplishments are described in detail inside this annual report.
CAPD is very proud of the great progress made in expanding the Safe
Water Program to more than 7000 thousand families. We are also
pleased to see the retention rates for the use of the water filters approaching 90% over the years. This will undoubtedly reduce the incidence of diarrheal illness that plague remote areas that consume unsafe drinking water.
The Green Light Education Assistance Program has been able to
engage local volunteer leaders within each community. These volunteers are ensuring that students are successful in maintaining high
academic standards. They have also facilitated local community
efforts at fundraising by means of various production enterprises.
The Integration Program continues to thrive due to the steadfast determination and visionary work of FANDIC and ASODISPIE. These
two organizations are on their way to building capacity and sustainability for their current and future programs. Plans for the development of an supported employment program for persons with disabilities in Bucaramanga provided an opportunity for a collaborative
workshop with the participation of several agencies including one
from Mount Royal University in Calgary, Alberta.
We are profoundly appreciative of all the volunteers and donors who
have allowed CAPD to continue making a difference in the lives of the
disadvantaged persons in Colombia.

Dr. Maysan Abu-Hakima
President
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Safe Water for Families Program

The year 2018 passed very quickly and only now looking back on the list of project monitoring
visits and training sessions completed does one appreciate the tremendous efforts contributed
by collaborators. Since CAPD started training groups in 2007 and collaborating with Rotary
clubs and other implementors in 2009, more than 7100 families have benefitted from safe
water via BioSand Filters. The map gives you some idea of how many collaborators CAPD
works with, and also gives you some appreciation for the amount of travel necessary. Bob visited almost all of these sites in 2018 to encourage the implementors and to monitor their procedures and quality. Quality of the physical product this year is generally very good and improving every year.
Each year CAPD introduces
changes that will improve
projects and encourage
long term usage of the filter and these changes require additional training.
The training sessions also
serve to increase demand
for more filter projects. In
2018, CAPD sponsored in
whole or in part, twelve
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Safe Water for Families Program (cont.)
training sessions which
delivered more than
450
person-days
of
training. Many thanks
to our co-sponsors and
training
facilitators
FRPG (Fundación Red
Projecto Gente) and
CAWST (Centre for affordable water & sanitation technology). These
training sessions included
Introduction
to
Household Water Treatment, Improving Facilitation Skills, Construction of BioSand Filters,
and Training Community workers.
Scientific health studies have shown that families that use BioSand Filters experience 3545% less incidence of diarrhea than their
neighbours who do not use filters. So, a key
metric for CAPD is the long-term retention rate
(families still using filters). While doing some
repairs to early filters, our collaborator managed to collect this data. In the area around
Leticia, Cordoba, a population receiving filters
6 years ago, the retention rate was 89%, and
in the municipality of San Pelayo, Cordoba, a
population receiving filters 3 years ago the retention rate was 95%. These are respectable
numbers and are indicative of the attention to
training and follow-up by the implementing organization in the area – the Rotary Club of
Monteria 2. Congratulations. Not all areas enjoy this level of retention but we all continue
working on it.
Bob Wiens, Director CAPD
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GREEN LIGHT EDUCATION ASSISTANCE PROGRAM
It takes a community to grow a child. The Green Light Education Assistance Program is dynamically
engaged in strengthening families and communities by creating opportunities that expand horizons
and bring unity of purpose.
In 2018 the Program trained grade 10 students to tutor students who were having difficulty with their
schoolwork. Their intervention meant that fewer children were suspended from the program due to
low marks. The communities established libraries and held book drives so the children would have
materials to help them with their homework. The parents got together to beautify the schools by
planting flowers and hedges. And that is not all! To raise money to pay for libraries and gardens, they
planned and implemented productive projects that provided the necessary funds. They did all this
with the assistance of the Green Light Facilitator in their community.
Most Facilitators are mothers who volunteer their time to monitor student academic performance and
meet with parents to discuss school issues. In 2018, they led various projects, as indicated above.
Between Santander and La Guajira, the Green Light Program has 22 community facilitators whose
efforts are coordinated by Rocio Nuñez, National Coordinator and Coordinator for Santander, and
Martha Mendoza, Coordinator for La Guajira.
What do the two pictures below have in common? They are both examples of community productive
initiatives. Some communities chose to raise chickens that they then sold for a profit. Others used
their abilities to create lovely bags. Still others grew, harvested and sold crops such as corn and
cilantro. Still others made snacks and held bazaars in which they sold Sunday afternoon lunch.
The Green Light Program would like to thank FANDIC for administering the program in Santander,
and the Rotary Club of el Cerrejon for administering the program in La Guajira. A full report of this
program is available on the CAPD Education web page: http://capdcalgary.org/education.html.
Marlene Wiens, Director CAPD

New 2-storey building housing therapy space, training salons, offices and accessible bathrooms.

Left: Chicken-raising project in Santander.

Youth in painting class

Above: Creation of bags called mochilas in La Guajira.
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INTEGRATION PROGRAM
Facilitating inclusion of children and youth with disability, is the goal of the Integration Program. To accomplish this goal, CAPD supports 2 intermediary organizations, FANDIC (Friends
of children with disability for their inclusion in the community) in Bucaramanga and
ASODISPIE (Disabled peoples association of Piedecuesta). Both play significant roles in their
respective communities of Santander.
Opportunity for inclusion means being in a supportive environment where one strengthens
one’s abilities and learns new skills. It means participating in activities such as learning the
value of money (see photo below) and gardening. It means sharing one’s love of music and
dancing with the general public. It also means learning about Colombian disability law and
one’s rights as a citizen.
For some, inclusion in the
neighborhood school is important. FANDIC supports
education inclusion by
providing training to teachers on curriculum modification.
Some children need a special aide to attend school,
such as the boy to the
right. His chair was designed and constructed by
ASODISPIE.
The desire to create a supported employment program in Bucaramanga brought Craig Baskett, Program Administrator of the Transitional
Vocational Program at Mount Royal University, to Bucaramanga for a workshop with FANDIC,
Santander Disability Network, CAJASAN, and university academics. The work done in this
workshop provided the basis for a supported employment program for people with disabilities
in Bucaramanga. For more information, see Fandic report: http://capdcalgary.org/
integration.html.
Marlene Wiens, Director CAPD
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CAPD Mission

CONTACT US:

The Canadian Association for Participatory Development supports

CAPD

community development initiatives with people disadvantaged by
circumstance or disability. Our goal is to promote collective actions
that enhance development of knowledge, leadership, and volunteerism leading to enhanced quality of life and dignity, and to provide
impoverished people and people with disabilities with the training
and assistance needed to improve the quality of their life.

44 Scanlon Place NW
Calgary, AB
T3L 1V8
Phone: 403.202.0673
E-mail: info.capd@capdcalgary.org
Web: www.capdcalgary.org
CRA #: 88711 5111 RR0001
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